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QuickStudy is the most powerful study tool on the market. They cover the most valuable information on more
than different subjects. Whether used alone or together, these different formats make learning easy. Content
QuickStudy contains only the most pertinent information combined with helpful illustrations and photos, as
well as colorful graphs and charts. We take the most important facts and points on each subject, remove the
fluff, and leave you with everything you need to know. Design All our products are designed with bold
headings and color-coded information for you to easily read and find information fast. They are also packed
with full-color diagrams, illustrations, and charts to make learning easier and fun. Guaranteed We guarantee
that our academic study guides will get you better grades! Read what our customers have to say about using
QuickStudy products! I have so many of these guides. I have it hanging in my desk and coworkers saw it and
said it was exactly what they were looking for. We work in ocean imports and this map has every port we need
across the world. Great map, perfect for work or school! Even our domestic trucking division uses the U. Map
Excellent support and review of vocabulary and formulas. Geometry Part 1 This is so detailed! Covers
assessment techniques, normal, cranial nerves, pregnancy, labor and delivery, and so much more. Right at
your fingertips! Good for topic review and bringing the information to the forefront of your mind. Cranial
nerves, GCS, cardiac, skin, medication administration, dosage calculation, abbreviations and do not use list,
are all great for students in clinical and for the final preparation for NCLEX-RN. Nursing Great fast and handy
summary of so much information! Statistics This has everything you need to remember for formulas and is a
huge help when completing homework. It was easy and came fast. Research Writing This grammar chart is so
complete and explains word usage in all forms. Just look it up from this reference and it all comes back to me.
Increased productivity and better time management for me! HTML5 Our Best Sellers From laminated guides,
to flash cards, to maps, we have products that have proven to be invaluable to study tools. Chemistry An
essential study companion for students in introductory chemistry courses but also a must-have refresher for
students in higher-level courses. Psychology DSM-5 Used by health care professionals as a guide to
diagnosing mental disorders, our handy summary of disorders is a great reference tool to support the study and
practice of the DSM-5 manual. Algebraic Equations A perfect companion for high school or college level
algebra, this guide outlines basic algebraic equations, formulas, properties, and operations. Nursing Organized
information and detailed tables make this quick study nursing guide a great tool for students and professionals.
The Body This 6-page chart covers every aspect of the structure of medical terminology related to the body
and its use in the field. Algebra 1 For a subject that is a challenge at all levels of education, this chart covers
principles for basic algebra 1, intermediate algebra and college algebra courses. French Vocabulary Whether
traveling abroad or learning in a classroom, our French Vocabulary guide is a must for learning and studying
the French language! Medical Math A handy medical tool for both students and professionals filled with
calculations, formulas, measurements, dosages, rates, equivalents, and more! Accounting 1 The essentials of
accounting explained in this quick study guide. Features accounting basics, financial statements, business
transactions, reports and more! Stain Removal Clean just about anything using this handy spill proof tool.
Packed with safe tips, using regular household items. Spanish Grammar Covering everything from rules of
stress to the various verb categories and conjugations, this handy reference guide will help you master the
hard-to-remember rules of Spanish grammar. Math Review Take the mystery out of basic math with the latest
edition of our best-selling Math Review guide. Includes hard-to-remember formulas and properties, along with
numerous examples and illustrations to improve understanding. Will assist you way beyond your high school
and college years. First Aid Symptoms, treatment and tips for wide range of medical emergencies. Great for
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home use or the professional as a quick reference or refresher. Psychology Core psychological concepts made
clear in our best-selling Psychology guide. Updated information and an additional panel, including new tables
and illustrations, concisely explain concepts from basic brain anatomy to social roles and emotions. Periodic
Table Advanced The ultimate reference tool and lab partner for any student of science. Each aspect of
nutrition is comprehensively examined, with key definitions, examples, charts, and full-color illustrations
provided for additional clarity. Biology An essential companion for students in introductory biology courses
and also a must-have refresher for students in higher-level courses. In this updated edition, you will find more
coverage of the subject, including expanded sections on reproduction in animals, as well as helpful
illustrations and diagrams. Anatomy Complete labeled illustrations of over 1, anatomical identifications.
Loaded with beautifully illustrated diagrams clearly and concisely labeled for easy identification. Illustrations
by award-winning medical illustrator Vincent Perez. From laminated study guides to academic flashcards to
hands-free flipchart and cheat sheets, we have something for everyone. Let us explore what QuickStudy has to
offer!
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We have updated and expanded our popular Vitamins & Minerals guide to ensure complete coverage of what you need
for good long-term health. Every important vitamin and mineral is listed in a handy table format, along with the various
disorders they are used for and recommended amounts.

3: QuickStudy â€“ The World's Number One Quick Reference Publisher
This laminated guide measuring 3 5/8 x 8 1/2 is useful for any student or individual looking to better their health. This
guide contains information on: vitamin names, types & dosages, natural sources, supplements and vitamins & drugs that
interact adversely.
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Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow)
and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select.
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